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Abstract

Within the domain of historical document image analysis, the process of identifying the
spatial structure of a document image is an essential step in many document processing tasks,
such as optical character recognition (OCR) and information extraction. Advancements in
layout analysis promise to enhance efficiency and accuracy using specialized models tailored to
distinct layouts.

We introduce LayNet, a new dataset for benchmarking layout classification algorithms in
historical documents. It consists of 1352 images of pages of printed Hebrew books in a variety
of styles, categorized into four different classes based on their layout (the number of text columns
and regions). Ground truth was crafted manually by a paleographer at the page level.

Furthermore, we conduct an in-depth performance evaluation of various layout classification
algorithms, which are based on deep-learning models that learn to extract spatial features from
document images. We evaluate our algorithm on LayNet and achieve state-of-the-art results on
the task of layout classification in historical documents. We explore dual classification method-
ologies: one by assigning a single label to each document and the other by assigning multi-labels
to each document by representing each of the four classes as a vector of length five, where each
dimension could be common among the four classes. This approach is advantageous as there
are some overlapping attributes between our classes.

Our results demonstrate the potential of LayNet to be used as a benchmark for evaluating
layout classification algorithms and training new classification models. LayNet is positioned
to contribute to the advancement of research on layout classification in historical documents,
facilitating the development of new and improved algorithms for challenging tasks like script
counting, reading order prediction, and so on.

The images, sourced from the KTIV catalogue, were curated by Daniel Stoekl Ben Ezra.
This research is conducted within the framework of the MiDRASH ERC Synergy project.
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